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Author's commitment
The Social Service journal only accepts articles submitted exclusively, that is to say:


it is an original work that is not in the evaluation process for publication in another journal;



the author submitting an article to the Social Service journal does not present it to other journals before
receiving a reply from the person mandated to the effect that the article is not accepted;



the article becomes the property of the journal if the author receives a notice of publication.

Presentation of the article
First page:
Contains the title of the article and the name of the author(s). Each author must provide the following information:
degree(s) and discipline, professional designation, workplace, mailing address and telephone number.
Contains French and English summaries (maximum of 10 lines each) and a list of keywords in French and English.
The summary is used to solicit evaluators.
The article:
Pagination is requested. The submitted text must not exceed 20 pages (including tables, graphs, references and
footnotes). The text should be double-spaced, with margins of 2.54 cm. In terms of form, we want conciseness,
clarity and respect for high quality standards. The author should pay particular attention to the use of abbreviations,
repetitions, complete references, grammatical agreements, the correctness of mathematical calculations,
punctuation, etc. It must also make the subtitle hierarchy clear and typographically distinguish them from the text.
Wherever possible, it is best to avoid footnotes. When it is not possible to do otherwise, it will be inserted at the
bottom of the page and not at the end of the text.
Tables and graphic:
Preferably in Word format, the tables and graphs are presented in numerical order and accompanied by a title. We
limit the number (ideally 2 or 3), keeping only those considered essential to the understanding of the text.
Citations:
The author must pay particular attention to the accuracy of citations and references. In the case of a short quotation
of less than four lines, it is inserted in the body of the text in French quotation marks. If the quotation is long and
has more than four lines, then enter it by the colon followed by a line break. The quotation then forms a single
paragraph indented to the left and right, omitting the quotation marks.

If references are in the article:


relate to the idea of an author without using an explicit citation, it will be indicated as follows: (Home,
1980);



have a citation or a point on a specific page, it will be indicated as follows: (Home, 1980, p. 199).



include several references from the same author and the same year, the year will be followed by a small
letter (in the text, notes and bibliography, if applicable): (Home, 1980a);



include several authors mentioned, they will be indicated in ascending order of year of publication and
separated by a semicolon: (Fagnan, 1991, Dupuis, 1995, Tardif, 1998);



have a book with more than two authors, mention only the first name followed by "and al." In italics:
(Bourbonnais and al., 1997).
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Acronym or abbreviation
Enter in words the first occurrence of the names of organizations or expressions followed by the acronym or
acronym in parentheses such as the Ministère de l'Éducation du Québec (MEQ). Subsequently, use the acronym or
acronym alone.

